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Rising macRoeconomic Risks 
lead to a challenging Us maRket
How are you staying 
equipped?
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eConoMiC oUTlooK
rising maCroeConomiC risks lead to CHallenging us, gloBal 
petroCHemiCal outlook

the unravelling of the global synchronised economic 
upswing, Us-china trade tensions, exceptional weakness 
in europe and major capacity increases in the Us are 
making for a challenging outlook for the Us petrochemicals 
sector in 2019 and beyond.

the wave of ethylene and derivatives capacity slated to 
start up this year from new cracker projects on the Us 
gulf coast is expected to further pressure margins for 
major producers.

concerns about a major economic slowdown in the Us 
brought 10-year treasury yields to 14-month lows, and the 
3-month and 10-year treasury yields briefly inverted in late 
march, signalling a potential recession on its way.

however, Us senior executives at the international 
Petrochemical conference (iPc) hosted by the american 
Fuel & Petrochemical manufacturers (aFPm) were 
mostly optimistic on the outlook for the sector, while 
acknowledging near-term softness.

“there was some apprehension, with the concern  
that the Us economic revival has gone on a long time.  
But with low unemployment, tax breaks and strong 
earnings, there’s some confidence the expansion will  
be extended, especially with a china agreement that  
is looking very favourable” said James Ray, senior  
consultant at icis.

a synchronised global economic slowdown is in the  
cards for 2019, a reversal of the upswing seen in 2017  
and 2018. Purchasing managers’ indexes (Pmis) continue 
to show profound weakness in manufacturing in both  
china and europe.

the caixin china general manufacturing Pmi fell into 
contraction territory in January and February (below 50) 
before rebounding to 50.8 in march. a Pmi reading below 
50 indicates contraction in manufacturing activity whereas 
over 50 indicates expansion.

europe continues to lose momentum, as evidenced by 
the ihs markit eurozone manufacturing Pmi plunging 
in march to 47.5 from 49.3 in February. this marked the 
eight consecutive monthly decline and the reading was the 
lowest since april 2013.

europe is dealing with the uncertainty of the Uk’s exit  
from the eU (Brexit), italy slipping into recession and 
France’s economy being hit by the ongoing “yellow  
vests” protests.

the european economy is very weak – “borderline 
recession,” said Peter huntsman, ceo of huntsman corp, 
in an interview with icis at the international Petrochemical 
conference (iPc), hosted by the american Fuel & 
Petrochemical manufacturers (aFPm).

“Brexit and the rise of populist movements all across 
europe are the result of a lack of confidence in the eU. 
europe has the greatest amount of economic uncertainty,” 
said huntsman.

interestingly, huntsman noted a better-than-expected 
rebound in demand for the company’s products in china, 
but said europe continues to be weak – in line with the 
latest manufacturing Pmi readings.

“a no-deal Brexit would be tremendously damaging to the 
european chemical industry as its value chains are so 
dependent on cross-border trade flows and just-in-time 
deliveries,” says Paul hodges, chairman of consultancy 
international echem.

in the critical automotive end market, honda and nissan, 
and perhaps other Japanese automakers, are set to exit or 
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scale down production in the Uk.

“honda and other Japanese car firms were wooed to set 
up in the Uk in the 1980s on the grounds that the Uk 
would be a permanent member of the eU and a highly 
attractive manufacturing base. But the eU’s new Fta [free 
trade agreement] with Japan removes this rationale by 
eliminating the tariff on Japanese cars entering the eU,” 
hodges notes.

the Us remains the lone bright spot among the major 
economies, with the Us ism manufacturing Pmi rising to 
55.3 in march versus 54.2 in February. 

While Us economic resilience - supported by a policy 
shift from the Federal Reserve - and the upswing in crude 
oil prices from december lows are positive forces, weak 
conditions in china and especially europe make for a 
challenging macro environment for chemicals in 2019.

after Us equity prices collapsed in december 2018 on 
widespread fears of a recession, the Us Federal Reserve 
took a significant pivot to holding back on further interest 
rate hikes. it also plans by september 2019 to end the 
drawdown of its balance sheet, which has drained liquidity 
from Us and global markets.

low CHanCe of reCession
kevin swift, chief economist of the american chemistry 
council (acc), estimates the probability of a Us recession 
in next 12 months at around 25%.

the acc’s chemical activity Barometer (caB), a leading 
economic indicator for the Us economy using chemical 
data, rose 0.1% in march on a three-month moving average 
basis, the first gain in five months. on a year-over-year 
basis, the caB was down 0.3%.

“the caB continues to indicate gains in Us commercial 
and industrial activity through mid-2019, but at a markedly 
slower rate of growth, as measured by year-earlier 
comparisons,” said kevin swift, chief economist at acc.

key figures to watch are new orders and inventories, 
“including those downstream among wholesaler and end-
use customers”, says swift. this includes light vehicle 
inventories at the dealer level.

“Financial markets clearly hope that central banks are  
now going to ride to their rescue again, but there is 
nothing to suggest that core demand sectors – including 
autos, housing and electronics – are seeing any  
sustained increases in demand,” said hodges from 
international echem.

hodges maintains that the Us Fed “has effectively been 

trying to ‘print babies’ over the past decade by keeping 
interest rates at rock-bottom levels to stimulate consumer 
borrowing.”

however, taking on debt simply brings forward demand 
from the future. the Us economy now faces growing 
headwinds, as record levels of debt created since the 
financial crisis in 2008-2009 have to be repaid at some 
point, he points out.

huntsman called the ballooning Us debt, now equivalent 
to 106% of gdP, the “achilles heel” of the Us economy, 
which otherwise has widespread and sustainable 
structural advantages.

hodges identifies debt as a key risk – not just for the Us, 
but global economies. “these debt bubbles are likely to 
burst as the recession develops, adding to the downside 
risk. so prudent companies will return to the basics of 
business management and focus on reducing financial risk, 
while also being aware of the need to invest in the future of 
the business.”

us Company profit warnings
dowduPont in late march issued its second profit  
warning for Q1 2019 as conditions deteriorated further 
than it anticipated. this highlights a more difficult 
macroeconomic environment as well as weakness in 
polyethylene (Pe) margins.

the company expects operating earnings before interest, 
tax, depreciation and amortisation (eBitda) to fall by the 
high-teens percent versus the year-ago period versus 
earlier guidance of a decline in the low teens.

First-quarter sales should fall by the high single digits, 
versus its earlier forecast of a mid-single-digit decline.

For the new dow, which started trading separately on 2 
april, operating eBitda should fall by the mid-20s percent 
versus an earlier forecast of a decline in the low 20s, 
bringing the new midpoint from the latest guidance down by 
$100m to around $1.9bn.
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the company cited “greater-than-expected margin 
compression globally in Packaging & specialty Plastics” in 
its profit warning.

the downswing in global Pe markets is attributable to  
three key factors – the surge in capacity and exports  
from the Us, the destocking trend prompted by the  
severe downturn in crude oil prices in Q4 (which has  
since reversed) and weak economies in europe and  
china.

Weakening conditions in europe and china have 
been cited by Us chemical companies in projected Q1 
earnings shortfalls and layoff announcements.

“a lot of companies during their Q4 earnings calls were 
hoping for a recovery in demand post chinese new  
Year. as seen in huntsman and eastman’s guidance 
updates, things seem to be picking up at a slower pace 
which suggests consensus numbers need to come down 
more,” says hassan ahmed, chemicals analyst at alembic 
global advsiors.

“companies more auto/housing and europe exposed are 
getting hit harder,” he adds.

Us-based huntsman announced in march that it expects 
Q1 adjusted eBitda to be 10% lower versus Q4 2018 
on weaker construction and auto markets in the Us, as 
well as “softer demand patterns” in most large european 
economies.

in europe, polyurethanes are seeing weaker demand 

in most large european economies, and huntsman 
confirmed automotive is one of the sectors where activity 
had slowed down.

huntsman’s textile effects segment “continues to feel the 
effects of lingering” challenges in china due to weaker 
volumes, although Q1 earnings would be in line with Q4.

huntsman’s adjusted Q4 eBitda came in at $275m, on 
sales of $2.24bn. this implies Q1 eBitda of about $248m, 
which would also be down 39% from the year-ago period. 
the company reiterated its guidance of a 5-7% decline in 
adjusted eBitda for all of 2019.

and Us-based eastman chemical earlier in march 
announced a “modest and targeted reduction” in its 

source: american chemistry council, Us international trade commission
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Be ready To Move as fasT as yoUr MarKeTs wiTh 
new inTeraCTive analyTiCs Tools

Benchmark your position in global petrochemical markets with iCis 
price assessments and new analytics tools 
including:

n  live disruption tracker: supply View
n  live disruption tracker: impact View
n  Price drivers analytics
n  Price optimisation analytics
n  supply and demand outlooks
n  margin analytics

find out more
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workforce” and a delay in salary increases for most 
employees on a weakening outlook, specifically in china 
and europe.

“We are operating in a difficult business environment and 
had hoped and expected to see stronger signs of economic 
recovery by now,” the company said.

“Unfortunately, the ongoing Us-china trade dispute and 
the associated economic slowdown in china and europe 
have created tremendous uncertainty, which has resulted in 
reduced demand for our products,” it added.

Both huntsman and eastman have a good amount of 
exposure to the automotive sector, one of the key chemical 
end markets showing weakness.

north american chemical companies with significant 
exposure to new vehicle demand will experience greater 
earnings pressure in 2019 amid soft vehicle sales and an 
uncertain economic outlook, according to credit ratings 
agency moody’s investors service.

slowing sales in china, a sluggish european market and 
negative Us sales growth will contribute to soft global 
vehicle sales this year, it added in a march report.

moody’s points out that 21 of roughly 100 north american 
chemical companies it covers generate at least 10% of their 
sales from products used in new cars.

a slowdown in auto sales will also have a range of effects 

on the 17 north american chemical firms that generate 
10%-20% of their sales from chemical intermediates, 
elastomers, plastics and coatings used in new vehicles,  
it added.

us-CHina trade impaCt
a wildcard for the global economic and petrochemical 
outlook is the Us-china trade negotiations. a trade deal 
would give a big jolt to the global economy but no deal and 
a ramping up of tariffs would further dampen the outlook.

“developments over the past year have caused china’s 
leadership to lose their trust in Us leadership, and there 
seems little prospect of this being restored in the near 
future, even if some of the cracks in the relationship 
that have appeared recently can be papered over,” says 
hodges from international echem.

“so we see trade flows becoming more regional, rather than 
global, with china continuing to prioritise growth within its 
Belt and Road initiative trading bloc rather than with the Us.”

china is the third largest destination for Us chemical 
exports behind canada and mexico. For both chemicals 
and finished plastics products, the Us-china trade war has 
put tariffs on $10.8bn in Us exports, and $15.5bn in china 
exports, according to statistics from the acc.

on the bulk chemicals side, Us exports are being hit the 
hardest. notable commodity chemicals impacted include 
polyethylene (Pe), styrene, ethylbenzene, paraxylene (PX), 
ethylene dichloride (edc), monoethylene glycol (meg) and 
polypropylene (PP).

For Pe, the loss of china’s massive market would have 
a profound long-term impact on the Us, which is building 
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us CHemiCal eXports Hit By CHina tariffs

% total production

% total

note: total Us lldPe exports to china from Usitc. china customs codes for Us 
lldPe under tariff show 128kt
source: icis supply and demand database. shows only chemicals with volumes of at 
least 10 tonnes

source: icis supply and demand database

2017 exports to china

net imports

net imports as % of total for deficit regions 2020

china represents more than 100% 
of ne asia at 10.6m tonnes as other 
countries are net exporters

Us Pe exports to china had 
been estimated to hit~2m 
tonnes by 2020 pre-tariffs

48%
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massive Pe capacities, primarily for export.

For the two grades of Us Pe under tariff – high density Pe 
(hdPe) and linear low density Pe (lldPe), northeast asia 
is expected to account for 48% of total net import demand by 
2020, according to the icis supply and demand database.

and china represents more than 50% of the estimated 
global net imports, since Japan and south korea are 
expected to be net exporters. By 2020, china will need to 
import 10.6m tonnes/year of hdPe and lldPe.

Underscoring china’s outsized role in Pe imports, for 
lldPe, the Us would need about global 35% market share 
for its Pe exports through 2025. Without china’s market, 
the Us would need to grab 69% of the market, according to 
John Richardson, senior consultant at icis.

us proJeCt delays add risk in H2
For the Us Pe sector, the expected delay in sasol’s 
1.5m tonne/year ethane cracker project in lake charles, 
louisiana, raises the risk of major overcapacity in Us 
ethylene in the second half of 2019 and a potential ethane 
price spike.

the revised schedule puts the sasol start-up in the  
same timeframe as Formosa Plastics’ cracker in Point 
comfort, texas.

this, along with a challenging global macro environment, 
could make 2019 far more challenging for Us producers 
than many expect from an earnings perspective.

Wall street analysts largely expect earnings per share declines 
for Us-based chemical companies in 2019 as of 1 april.

on 8 February, sasol pushed back the estimated start-up 
date for its new cracker to July 2019, a five-month delay 
from its most recent estimate.

downstream, the 470,000 tonne/year lldPe unit at the 
complex reached mechanical completion in december 
2018 and reached beneficial operations in February 2019. 
Projected start-up dates for most other units have been 
pushed back.

the 300,000 tonne/year ethylene oxide/ethylene 
glycol (eo/eg) unit is expected to start up in June, 
and the 420,000 tonne/year ldPe in august. alcohols 
and ethoxylates units will come on from november 
2019-January 2020.

the sasol cracker start-up looks to be close to that for 
Formosa Plastics’ cracker, each of them requiring about 
100,000 bbl/day of ethane of feedstock, noted charles 
neivert, analyst at cowen, in a February research note.

however, the risk of a repeat of last year’s Us ethane price 
spike in 2019 has diminished, the analyst said in an april note.

new us CraCkers tHrougH 2019 (‘000 tonnes/year)

Company ethylene capacity downstream location start-up

oxyChem/mexichem 544 Feed existing VCM plant of  1,050 Ingleside, Texas Q1 2017

dow Chemical 1,500
ELITE PE (400); LDPE (350) – Plaquemine, Louisiana; 
EPDM (200); elastomers (320)

Freeport, Texas Q3 2017

Chevron phillips 
Chemical

1,725 Bimodal HDPE (500), mLLDPE (500) both at Old Ocean Cedar Bayou, Texas Q1 2018

exxonmobil Chemical 1,500 mLLDPE plus LLDPE (650 x2) at Mont Belvieu Baytown, Texas Q3 2018

lotte/westlake 1,000 MEG (760) by Lotte, feed into existing PVC for Westlake St Charles, Louisiana H1 2019

shintech 500 VCM (400), PVC (290), caustic soda (270) Plaquemine, Louisiana H1 2019

formosa plastics 1,200 HDPE (400), LDPE (400), EG (800) Point Comfort, Texas H2 2019

sasol 1,500
LLDPE (470), LDPE (420), EO/EG (300/250), ethoxylates, 
detergent alcohols (300)

Lake Charles, Louisiana H2 2019

source: icis

US CHEMICAL COMPANY EARNINGS OUTLOOK

Note: Adjusted EPS figures as of 1 April
Source: Yahoo Finance
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“a number of recent developments in the Permian have 
caused a sharp drop in ethane price and in our view, 
significantly reduce the prospect of an ethane price spike,” 
said neivert.

in the second half of 2018, Us ethane prices spiked from 
around 25 cents/gal to well over 50 cents/gal FoB mont 
Belvieu by early october as a number of crackers ramped up.

however, ethane prices have since fallen to just above 23 
cents/gal, as of late march.

“changes in Permian gas value now encourage ethane 
stripping versus rejection. in addition, a new ngl pipeline 
came into service in February, moving more ngls to the Us 
gulf coast,” said neivert.

even with additional ethylene capacity coming on later in 
2019 with the start-up of new crackers, the analyst does not 
see ethane getting tight enough to foster a price above 30 
cents/gal.

one senior executive contends Us ethane supply 
is improving and is likely to be sufficient for existing 
petrochemical operations and the new crackers expected to 
start up in 2019.

“With the enterprise shin oak pipeline, we’re seeing 
higher ethane content in raw mix streams we’re collecting. 
the odds are that there will be sufficient ethane to keep 
the system balanced, depending on how the new cracker 
start-ups go,” said Ron corn, senior vice president of 
petrochemicals for chevron Phillips chemical, in an 
interview with icis at the iPc hosted by aFPm.

midstream company enterprise Products Partners put its 
shin oak natural gas liquids (ngl) pipeline from orla, 

us 2nd waVe of new CraCkers (‘000 tonnes/year)

Company Capacity downstream location start-up status

total/Borealis/noVa 1,000 Borstar PE (625) + existing PE (400) Port Arthur, Texas End 2020 Under construction

shell 1,500 HDPE/LLDPE (2x 550), HDPE (500) Monaca, Pennsylvania Early 2020s Under construction

saBiC/exxonmobil 1,800 PE (2 units), MEG Corpus Christi, Texas H1 2022 Under construction

pttgC/daelim 1,000 HDPE (700), MEG (500), EO (100) Belmont County, Ohio 2021 Evaluation

formosa petrochemicals 1,200 LLDPE (400), HDPE (400), EG (900)
St James Parish, 
Louisiana

2022 Evaluation

Chevron phillips Chemical NA NA US Gulf  Coast NA FID late 2019/2020

texas, to the ngl fractionation hub of mont Belvieu, texas, 
in February.

and targa Resources plans to put its grand Prix pipeline 
from the Permian Basin and midcontinent region to mont 
Belvieu into operation in Q3 2019, while starting up new 
fractionation capacity in Q2.

the enterprise pipeline is already having a material impact 
on ethane supply, as the average ethane content of the 
ngl mix has risen from the mid-30% range to above 40%, 
which means less ethane is being rejected, said corn.

“at least the transportation constraint has been relieved. 
most fractionators can run at 45% ethane so it has filled 
out the existing pipeline capacity. We saw higher levels of 
ethane rapidly,” said corn.

While Us chemical company managements have 
expressed optimism on a second half 2019 recovery 
following an inventory destocking cycle, the industry clearly 
faces major macro challenges.

“other headwinds we believe will remain factors in 2019 
include our previously noted diminishing economic growth 
forecast and the still relatively low price of oil which allows 
non-Us Pe production to remain somewhat competitive in 
markets the Us will export into,” said neivert.

meanwhile, the second wave of Us cracker projects is 
already under way, with three more under construction 
on the Us gulf coast from total/Borealis/noVa, shell 
and saBic/exxonmobil. those projects should start up 
in the early 2020s, and all with downstream Pe units. 
and chevron Phillips chemical is considering another Us 
cracker project with a potential final investment decision by 
the end of 2019.


